THE RIGHT APPS
IN THE BEST PLACES
ARE YOU IN CONTROL OF
YOUR CLOUD POLICY?
Resolving Operations and
Security challenges, during
migration to cloud environments.
Many organisations continue to incorporate
cloud environments into their strategy,
realising the benefits they enable, including
scalability, improved cost-effectiveness,
performance and agility.
However, migration to, or between, the
cloud can be complex, requiring detailed
planning following extensive discovery of
the complete network ‘inventory’. From the
Operations and Security perspective, cloud
migration represents significant workload
and risk.
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KEY CLOUD CHALLENGES:
Strategy:
Choosing the right migration
strategy, understating forklift
vs hybrid options and
associated risks.
Security:
Moving from perimeter
based security model to a
comprehensive zero trust model
with fine grained segmentation.

Network visibility:
Establishing real-time application
visibility, performance and
management.

 erformance monitoring:
P
The ability to baseline user
experience, pre and post
migration.

Governance:
Providing a centralised
governance and compliance
security model across cloud
applications.

Cost:
Realising cloud cost benefit
and cloud portability.

ACCELERATING CLOUD MIGRATION
At Reply, we have extensive experience of helping
Operators and large Enterprises to address these
cloud migration challenges. With established
partnerships with the major cloud providers, we
possess hands-on experience with the tools and
process to enable smooth transtion.
Additionally, we leverage Industry networking
tools and analytic platforms to provide full network

application visibility, providing the knowledge
of exactly what’s happening within the network
including application dependencies and security.
Our capabilities include Planning & Assessment,
Proof-of-Concept Validation, System Integration,
Tools & Process Development and Network
Migration.

ASSESS, ARCHITECT & MIGRATE
Working with the industry leaders, Net Reply help organisations to assess,
architect and migrate applications to the cloud, in a safe, secure and planned manner:
Network insight: Leveraging network solutions
such as Cisco Tetration Analytics to provide
real-time insight to network application Inventory
including network topology, flow analysis and
dependency mapping.
Policy mapping and control: With a clear insight
into application behaviour – define policy creation
and automation, policy impact analysis and low
level policy enforcement.
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Security and Compliance: Define and integrate
into your security and compliance framework.
Application migration planning: Define a
migration strategy / methodology, aligned with all
stakeholders, which moves identified apps in a
secure and planned way.
Custom dashboard reporting: Compliance
reporting, user behaviour analysis, privileged
user access and post migration monitoring and
performance reporting.

